Continuous flooring,
splashes of scarlet and
coordinating seating
makes for two distinct
zones within a single,
open-plan space.

AHEAD OF

THE CURVE
Fluid lines, a passion for pasta and a family-friendly
layout define this custom-made kitchen.
PHOTOS COLIN POOLE WORDS ANNABELLE GRUNDY

KITCHEN PROFILE
The key living space in a newly-built family
home, this contemporary and clutter-free
kitchen by Spillers of Chard has an unbroken
swathe of elegantly curved units in a dark
walnut veneer, while a glossy, white semicircular island takes centre stage. Concealing
ample storage, the Charles Yorke cabinetry
snakes into the adjoining dining area, linking
the two spaces with a sociable layout.
Cleverly arranged Siemens appliances provide
multiple cooking options within easy reach
of the well-stocked fridge and freezer.
Spillers of Chard, Chard Business Park,
Chard, Somerset, TA20 1FA. Tel: 01460 67878.
cookercentre.com. Expect to pay around
£39,000 for similar Charles Yorke cabinetry
(excluding worktops, appliances and fitting).
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esigning a home from scratch creates
a unique opportunity to customise
your environment. For Michael and
Mandy Pugh, that meant placing the
kitchen firmly at the heart of their project.
‘This house was built around the kitchen,’ says
Michael, ‘we wanted a multi-functional room
that would become the centre of family life,
and somewhere that we could spend a lot of
time while enjoying our incredible views.’
Having demolished their existing east
Devon bungalow, the couple designed and
built a modern, two-storey, four-bedroomed
home to suit life with their young daughters,
Harvie, 9, and Ramsay, 7. An open-plan kitchen
and dining room occupies most of the back of
the building, and the couple had a clear vision
of how they wanted this to look and function.

D

‘Our taste is definitely contemporary, and we
prefer something a little out of the ordinary,’
Mandy explains. ‘I’m not keen on fussy details,
or having lots of items on the work surfaces, so
I wanted good storage and a sleek, simple feel,
with a dash of bold colour.’
Mandy and Michael spent close to a year
planning and designing their kitchen. They
visited numerous suppliers in their area,
before eventually finding one who could offer
what they had in mind, ‘We wanted a rounded
centre island, and curved furniture that would
give a sense of flow from the kitchen into the
dining area. We soon realised that there were
not many companies who could produce that,’
says Michael. ‘We finally found a supplier,
but unfortunately as we were about to order,
their designer left. We weren’t happy with the

revised plans and costings we received from
his replacement, so we pulled out.’
With the kitchen installation scheduled
as part of the whole building programme,
Michael and Mandy found themselves under
pressure to source an alternative at short
notice. Mandy remembered meeting Matt
Fricker, Designer at Spillers of Chard, from
where they were planning to buy their granite
work surfaces. ‘Matt had impressed us
previously with his understanding of what
we were trying to achieve,’ she says. ‘By that
point it was vital to get the kitchen ordered
promptly to keep the building schedule on
track, and he really helped us out.’
Matt rose to the occasion, taking on board
the couple’s detailed brief, guiding them
towards Charles Yorke’s Valencia black

Above A symmetrical
grouping unites hi-tech
conventional ovens with
microwave-combi and
steam models, warming
drawers, plus generous
surrounding storage for
must-have bakeware.
Opposite Black finishes
on the ovens, hob and
wet area link the scheme,
their slick looks echoed
in the smooth granite
and glass splashbacks.
Left Soft-closing drawer
boxes are crafted in solid
walnut. This deep, sturdy
example also conceals a
shallow cutlery pull-out.
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American walnut and gloss white cabinetry.
‘Michael and Mandy knew exactly what they
wanted and were so easy to work with,’ says
Matt. ‘The trickiest part was making sure there
was sufficient clearance around the horseshoe
island, but with some help from Stephanie
Dedes, Design and Marketing Manager at
Charles Yorke, we made everything perfect.’
The finished design incorporates both
Mandy and Michael’s wish-lists successfully.
A range of deep and shallow drawers, pull-out

units, tambour shutters and conventional
cupboards keep cookware, crockery, small
appliances and food essentials out of sight,
yet easily to hand. The black gas hob and
sinks blend seamlessly with the granite
worktops and echo the black gloss of the
built-in ovens and glass splashbacks to create
the smooth, understated effect Mandy wanted.
The white gloss surface of the curvaceous
island brings light into the centre of the room,
while vivid, scarlet highlights contrast with the

dark furniture and flooring. The rounded
shape provides plenty of work space and the
glass breakfast bar makes a sociable spot to
casually perch and enjoy the green outlook.
‘The kitchen has become our favourite room
and the place where we spend the most time,’
says Michael. ‘Cooking is a real passion for me,
especially Italian dishes, so I’ll happily spend
hours in here with the music on and a glass
of wine as I roll out my home-made pasta. It
is everything that we wanted.’

‘Our taste is definitely contemporary, so
we wanted something out of the ordinary.’
Above A large, walk-in
larder makes use of the
under-the-stairs space
and supplements food
storage in the sizeable
fridge and freezer.
Left In the drinks area, a
vibrant coffee machine
and built-in wine cooler
are in easy reach of cups
and essentials hidden in
the smart tambour unit.

STOCKISTS INFORMATION
APPLIANCES
HB78GB670B single ovens, £1,270 each; HB86P675B combi-microwave oven,
£1,375; HB36D575B combi-steam oven, £1,375; HW1406P2B warming drawers,
£483 each; ER926SB70E gas hob, £1,016; LC98KC640B hood, £846; SN66T094GB
dishwasher, £1,096; KU15RA51GB built-under fridge, £486; CI30RP01 fridge,
£4,052; F124NP31 freezer, £4,118, all at Siemens. Caple Wi6222 wine cooler,
£622; Gaggia Compact 2 coffee machine, £3,225, both at Spillers of Chard.
FIXTURES AND FITTINGS
Franke Kubus KBG 110-50 Fragranite Onyx sinks, £279 each; Franke Rolux black
tap, £661; 12mm toughened black glass breakfast bar with chrome supports,
£1,680; 6mm toughened black glass splashback, £999; Mars Red glass panel
with glass shelves, £2,416; African black granite work surfaces, £8,516, all
at Spillers of Chard. Elite Nero 30x60cm floor tiles, around £58 per sq. m,
at Devon Bathroom Centre. Similar Calligaris Jam sleigh dining chairs, £158
each; Calligaris Jam bar stool, £376 each, both at Mac & Mac Interiors.
*Prices are approximate. For stockists, see page 130

